Tuesday, 17th July 2018

Ms Samantha Gulliver
Senior Legal Officer
Office of the Legal Services Commissioner
Level 9, 75 Castlereagh Street
Sydney NSW 2000

Dear Ms Gulliver
Re: Corruption at the Office of the Legal Services Commissioner
No doubt you were agog watching (reading) this morning’s news regarding Donald
Trump’s refusal to accept the truth of Russia’s meddling in the US’s elections, accepting
Putin’s denials, and refusing to accept the intelligence passed to him by his own advisers
and government officials.
No doubt, you are also agog watching around you and reading and listening to John
McKenzie’s own alternative facts. It is not the first time I have drawn a comparison between
Donald Trump and John McKenzie; with both of those persons making false statements on a
near continuous basis.
What surprises me though regarding the above is the refusal of those surrounding the
‘leaders’ to do anything about it, despite the obvious damage it does, and the equally
obvious undermining of any confidence the public has in you and the office in which you
are employed.
Please find attached copy of correspondence of 13th April 2017, also regarding the above and
of John McKenzie’s Trumpian conduct, and, of course, such correspondence did not receive
any response, which is typical of Mr McKenzie.
There is undeniable corruption taking place in the Office of the Legal Services Commissioner
and you may need to be reminded that turning a blind eye to corruption is corruption in
itself.
Lest there be any doubt in your mind regarding the said corruption taking place within the
confines of the OLSC, I guide you towards http://www.fumbart.com, which outlines and
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details the said corrupt activity both succinctly and clearly. Mr McKenzie was made aware
some months ago regarding such website outlining his misconduct, however, and, of course,
with such being his habit, Mr McKenzie has not provided any comment.
While Donald Trump is obviously dancing to Vladimir Putin’s tune, exactly whose tune is
John McKenzie dancing to, and why, with why being the biggest question of all?
Why is John McKenzie providing false statements to members of the public (and to his staff,
no doubt), and even derogating from statute, in order to protect Terence Goldberg of Turner
Freeman Lawyers? There has to be a reason. What is that reason?
A copy of this letter and its attachment shall be provided to the Independent Commission
Against Corruption.
Yours faithfully

Symn Waters
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